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WELLINGTON DISTRICTS
RITUAL OF THE CEREMONY OF INSTALLATION
The Lodge is in the Third Degree and all visitors have been admitted. The Officers of Grand Lodge have all signed the Attendance book.
Dist G D C: W Brn you will assemble in order of seniority.
The Dist G D C is admitted and moves to the W, the Brn being upstanding.
Dist G D C: W M, our Dist G M, V W Bro ……... accompanied by Officers of Grand Lodge, is in attendance. Are you ready to receive him? 
Master: W Bro ……. Dist G D C, we are ready and will be very pleased to receive V W Bro ……. Dist G M and Officers of Grand Lodge.
The Dist G D C retires and leads in the procession to the N E corner. The Officers of Grand Lodge form two ranks, facing inwards. The Dist G D C returns between the ranks to escort the Dist G M to the E. If the New Zealand flag is to be received, it will be carried into the Lodge after the Dist G M and is held adjacent to the Inner Guard. The Dist G D C proceeds to the S E and waits while the Dist G M assumes the Chair and the Officers of Grand Lodge take their places.
Dist G D C: Brn, we will greet our Dist G M. V W Bro ….. with the honours due to his exalted rank, five times, taking the time from me.
Dist G M: W M and Brn. I thank you for your salutations and I greet you well. We will remain standing while we sing our National Anthem. Done. Please be seated.
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If the flag is to be received
Dist G M: W M and Brn, I thank you for your salutations and I greet you well. We will remain standing while we sing our National Anthem, during which we will receive our flag.
The flag will he placed in a stand adjacent to the Dep M's chair. 
Done. Please be seated
All be seated. Dist G D C remains standing at his scat. Dist G M advises, if appropriate, that gloves may he removed and any changes to the programme.
Dist G M: W Dist G D C. you will conduct W Bro …….. to the S W's Chair. W Bro …….. to the J W's Chair. W Bro …….. to the Chaplain's Chair and W Bro	to the position of Inner Guard.
On completion the Dist G D C remains upstanding at his seat.
Dist G M: * (S W * J W *) Principal Officers upstanding. S W J W, Dist G D C, I G stand  By virtue of the authority in me vested. I suspend the work of the Lodge in the Third Degree ** * (S W ** * J W ** *. I G ** Tyr ** *) and resume in the Second or F C Degree * ** (S W * **, J W * **, I G * **, Tyr * **).
Dist G D C adjusts the S and Cs, and checks the T B and WTs.
Dist G M: Be seated W Brn.
Dist G M: Brn, the principal ceremonial business of the evening is the Installation of Bro  , S W and M E, into the Chair of K S and the investiture of his Officers. But before proceeding I will ask the Secretary to read that portion of the minutes relating to the election of Master. Bro Secretary.
The Secretary stands, salutes, reads that portion of the minutes, salutes and is reseated.
Dist G M: Thank you Bro Secretary.
Dist G M: W M has that minute been confirmed?
Master: It has V W Dist G M.
Dist G M: Then W Dist G D C assisted by W Bro ……..D C you will now present the M E.
The Dist G D C and the D C move to the W, with the Dist G D C on the right. They stand facing the E with the ME between them.
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D C: V W Bro ….. Dist G M we present to you Bro ….. S W and M E of this Lodge, to receive at your hands the benefit of Installation.
Dist G M: W Dist G D C and W Bro ….. D C your presentation will be attended to for which purpose I will first address a few observations to the Brn and will then call the attention of the M E to the necessary qualifications in every candidate for the Master's Chair.
Brn, from time immemorial it has been an established custom among Freemasons for each Lodge, once in every year, at a stated period, to select from amongst those who are Past Wardens an experienced Craftsman to preside over them in the capacity of Master. He must have been regularly elected by the Master, Wardens and Brn in open Lodge assembled, and afterwards presented to a Board of Installed Masters, there to receive the benefit of Installation, the better to qualify him for the discharge of the duties of his important trust.
The M E stands with the S of F when being addressed by the DistGM.
Dist G M: Bro ……. you having been so elected and about to be presented to a B of I Ms. I claim your attention while I recite to you the various qualifications which are essential in every candidate for the Master's Chair.
Every candidate for the Office of Master ought to be of good report, true and trusty, and held in high estimation by his Brn and Fellows. He must have been regularly initiated, passed and raised in the established degrees of the Order, be well skilled in the Noble Science, and have duly served the Office of Warden in a regular Lodge for the period of not less than twelve months. He ought to be exemplary in conduct, courteous in manner, easy of address, steady and firm in principle, able and willing to undertake the management of the work, and well skilled in the Ancient Charges, Regulations and Landmarks of the Order.
Can you my worthy Bro undertake the Mastership of this Lodge on these qualifications?
M E: I can V W Dist G M.
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Dist G M: Then I direct your attention to the Secretary while he reads to you those Ancient Charges and Regulations, to all of which your unqualified assent is essential, which you will signify by the S of F after each clause. Bro Secretary.
Secretary: Stands and salutes with 2nd Degree sign. After reading the A Cs and Rs, salutes again and resumes seat.
Dist G M: Thank you Bro Secretary.
Dist G M: Bro ….. 	do you submit to and promise to support those A Cs and Rs as Masters have done in all ages?
M E: I do V W Dist G M.
Dist G M: Then you will advance to the pedestal and there take a S 0 as regards your duties as Master of the Lodge.
ME is conducted to the E. When in front of the pedestal the D C moves to his seat in the S E.
Dist G M: You will kneel on your right knee as a F C (Dist G D C opens ME's VSL and places it in front of him) and place your right hand on the V S L.
W M you will now Obligate your successor.
Master: After standing to order, moves to the pedestal.
Dist G M: * (S W * J W *) Upstanding Brn.
Master: After saying I, you will state your name at length and repeat after me.
I 	…….. in the presence of the G G 0 T U and of this Worshipful and Warranted Lodge of F C Fs, regularly held, assembled and properly dedicated, do agree to accept the Office of M of this L and the duties thereof faithfully, zealously and impartially to administer, to the best of my skill and ability, until the next regular period of election within this L and until a successor sl1all have been duly elected and installed in my stead.
I further solemnly promise that I will not, either during my Master ship, or at any time that the L may be under my direction, permit or suffer any deviation from the established Landmarks of the Order.
That I will not administer or cause to be administered any Rite or ceremony contrary to or subversive of our ancient Institution, but on the contrary will maintain, support and uphold pure and
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unsullied the Principles and Tenets of the Craft.
That I will to the utmost of my power strictly enforce obedience to those excellent Rules and Regulations to which I have already given my assent, and in every respect conscientiously discharge my duties as a Ruler in the Craft and Master of this Lodge.
So help me A G and keep me steadfast in this my S 0 of ME.
As a pledge of your fidelity and to render this a S 0 you will S it with your lips twice on the V S L.
Rise duly obligated M E. Dist G D C takes one step to the right. Master returns to his seat, saluting as he does so.
Dist G M: Thank you W M. Be seated Brn.
Dist G D C places a spare chair in N E on which the M E is seated. The Dist G D C then returns to his chair and remains upstanding.
Dist G M: * (S W * J W *) Principal Officers upstanding. Brn by virtue of the authority in me vested, I resume the work of the L in the 3rd Degree. ** * (S W ** *. J W ** *. I G ** *, Tyr ** *).
Dist G D C adjusts the S and Cs, and checks the T B and WTs.
Dist G M: Be seated W Brn.
Any apron presentation to be made, is made at this point in the ceremony.
Dist G M: Brn, as I am about to constitute a B of I Ms, I require all Brn below the rank of I M. with the exception of the M E. temporarily to retire from the Lodge. The Dist G D C will instruct you how to retire.
Dist G D C: Moves to the S E of the pavement and says. M Ms upstanding. Brn before retiring from the L you will salute the Dist G M as M Ms from your present positions, and on your return to the L you will, as near as possible, take up those same positions, be seated and await further instructions.
The Officers of this L who are to be invested will reassemble in the N each bearing with him the collar and jewel of his Office. Brn you will retire in an orderly manner commencing with the Brn in the N. followed by the Brn in the W and finally by those in the S. And whilst outside the Lodge I charge you to keep the noise level as low as possible in order that the working of the Board is not disturbed.
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Brn salute and retire.
While the Brn are retiring, the Dist G D C checks the following:
1.	VSL open at 1st Kings, Chapter 10.
2.	Master 's apron ready at the pedestal.
3.	Book of Constitution, By Law's, PM certificate and jewel are all on the Master 's pedestal
4.	Marker placed where VSL is to be signed.
5.	Spare programmes for FCs and EAs under DC's chair
6.	DepM's and IP M's collars on the back of the respective chairs. Both chairs to be vacated.
When the MMs have retired, the Dist G D C places the M E in front of the pedestal facing S and puts his chair in the S E by the D C's for the Herald. He then stands behind the ME to assist with the P G.
Dist G M: W M, have I your assurance that all present, with the exception of the M E, are I Ms?
Master: You have V W Dist G M.
Dist G M: Thank you WM
Dist G M then goes to the S E, in front of the ME.
Dist G M: Bro ….. 	do you pledge your honour as a man and your fidelity as a F M that you will conceal what I am about to impart to you with the same strict caution as the other secrets in F M.
M E: I do.
Dist G M: Then I will entrust you with a test of merit, which is a PG and P W leading from a M Ms Lodge to a B of I Ms. The P G is given thus ….. The Dist G D C takes one step to the left to assist with the P G and then moves back behind the ME and the P W is R ….. (repeated by the M E), a Hebrew word signifying Master. You must be particularly careful to remember this P G and P W as they will be required of you on your entry to the Board about to be constituted. You will now retire under the direction of the Dist G D C, but keep within hail as your presence will be required shortly.
After the Dist G M resumes his seat, the Dist G D C proceeds to
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the W, ME on his left, where the ME salutes with the 3rd Degree sign and then to the door. After the ME has retired, place kneeling pad in N W and return to a position in the S E facing E.
Dist G M: The Worshipful Brethren in the E will occupy seats around the floor of the Lodge.
Dist G D C takes the collar from the Master and places it beside the pedestal, conducts the Master to a seat in the N E and returns to his seat.
Dist G M: * (S W *, J W *) W Brn assist me to constitute a B of I Ms. All stand. W Bro J W what is the first care of every I M?
J W: To see that the Lodge is properly tyled, V W Dist G M. 
Dist G M: You will direct that duty to be done.
J W: W Bro I G you will see that the Lodge is properly tyled. IG:** *.
Tyr:** *.
I G: W Bro J W the Lodge is properly tyled.
J W: ** * V W Dist G M the Lodge is properly tyled.
Dist G M: W Bro S W what is the next care?
S W: To see that none but I Ms are present, V W Dist G M. 
Dist G M: W Bro J W do you vouch that all present are IMs? 
JW: I do.
Dist G M: W Brn to order in the 3rd Degree. Done. W Bro J W, are you an I M?
J W : I am V W Dist G M, try me and prove me.
Dist G M: By what symbol in Freemasonry will you be proved? 
J W: The P A.
Dist G M: Define the P A.
J W: The P A is a stone of true die or square, fit only to be tried by the S and Cs. This represents the mind of man in the decline of years, after a life well spent in acts of piety and virtue, which can no otherwise be tried and proved, than by the square of G's word and the compasses of his own self convincing conscience.
Dist G M: Being yourself acquainted with the proper method, you will prove the W Brn I Ms by signs and afterwards demonstrate that proof to me by copying their example.
J W: W Brn it is the DistGM's command that you prove yourselves
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I Ms by signs. Done. V W Dist G M the W Brn have proved themselves I Ms by signs and in obedience to your command I thus copy their example. Done.
Dist G M: I acknowledge the correctness of the signs. Done. The W Brn will pay attention to the S W while he recites a passage from the 137th Psalm.
S W: By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down. Yea we wept when we remembered Zion. We hanged our harps upon the willows in the midst thereof, for there they that carried us away captive required of us a song, and they that wasted us required of us mirth, saying, sing us one of the songs of Zion. How shall we sing the Lord's song in a strange land? If I forget thee 0 Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her cunning, if I do not remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth, if I prefer not Jerusalem above my chief joy.
Dist G M: W Brn in the name of the M H. I declare this B of I Ms duly constituted. * (S W *, J W *, I G *, Tyr *). Be seated W Brn Immediately the B is opened, the Dist G D C, without further instruction, proceeds to the door and admits the ME. After giving the P G and P W to the I G, the ME is placed in the W, assuming the Posture of R during the prayer.
Dist G M: Let the M E kneel. W Brn you will rise, turn to the E, and assume that attitude of Prayer most convenient to you.
Chaplain: Vouchsafe Thine aid, Almighty Father and Supreme Governor of the Universe, to this our solemn Rite; and grant that the Worthy and Distinguished Bro who is about to be numbered among the rulers of the Craft, may be endued with wisdom to comprehend, judgement to define, and ability to enforce obedience to Thy Holy Laws. Sanctify him with Thy grace, strengthen him with Thy power, and enrich his mind with genuine knowledge, that he may the better be enabled to enlighten the minds of his Brn and consecrate this, our mansion, to the Honour and Glory of Thy Holy Name.
WBrn: SMIB
Dist G M: Let the M E rise. Be seated W Brn. Done.
Dist G M: Br ……. 	M E adopts S of F you have already
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taken a S 0 as regards your duties as M of this L. You will now advance to the pedestal and take another 0 with respect to the secrets restricted to the M's Chair.
Dist G D C conduct's the ME to the pedestal and stands behind him during the 0. I G recovers the kneeling cushion.
Dist G M: You will kneel on both knees. Place both hands on the V S L. * (S W *, J W *). Moves to the pedestal.
Dist G M: State your name at length and repeat after me.
I ….. in the presence of the M H and before this B of I Ms, duly constituted and regularly assembled, of my own free will and accord, do hereby and hereon most solemnly and sincerely promise and swear, that I will forever conceal and never divulge any or either of the secrets or mysteries restricted to the Master's Chair to anyone in the world, unless it be to an I M or to a Bro duly elected to that Office, nor then, unless assisted by two or more I Ms regularly assembled for that purpose. All these points I solemnly swear to observe, without evasion, equivocation or mental reservation of any kind, ever bearing in mind the traditional penalty on the infraction of any of them, that of being branded a W P I void of A M W and totally unfit to be numbered amongst the Rulers of the Craft. So help me the M H and preserve me inviolate in this my S 0 of an I M.
As a pledge of your fidelity and to render this a solemn 0 you will seal it with your lips thrice on the V S L.
Ode followed by So mote it be.
Let me once more direct your attention to the three great, though emblematical Ls in F M, the V S L, the S and the Cs. The S V, that great L in F M, will guide you to all truth, direct your steps in the paths of happiness and point out to you the whole duty of man. The S will teach you to regulate your life and actions according to the Masonic line and rule. The Cs will remind you to limit your desires in every station of life so that rising to eminence by merit you will live respected and die regretted.
Rise G. Be seated WBrn
Dist G D C turns the ME to face the S. Dist G M moves around to face the ME.
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Dist G M: It is traditionally reported that when the Holy Temple at Jerusalem was completed, by the wisdom of K S, supported by the strength of H K of T and aided by the beautifying hand of H A, Sovereigns of surrounding nations sent Ambassadors to congratulate the King on the completion of that stately and superb edifice, whose regal splendour and unparalleled lustre are said to have surpassed all imagination, but there was one to whom the fame of that magnificent building had reached, who not content with sending an Ambassador as other Sovereigns had done, herself journeyed to Jerusalem. This was the Queen of Sheba, attended by numerous retinue, bearing many costly presents.
An account of that Royal visit is contained in the V S L and I now ask the Chaplain to read from the 10th Chapter of the 1st Book of Kings, the first nine verses. W Bro Chaplain.
The DistGM, Dist G D C and ME face the E and adopt the Posture of R. The Chaplain stands E of the pedestal and reads from the VSL. On completion the Chaplain returns to his seat
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro Chaplain.
The W Brn drop the P of R and turn to their previous positions.
Dist G M: On her arrival at Jerusalem the Queen was received by K S who accompanied her to view the Temple. On entering the building and observing Adoniram, the Chief Master Mason, at a distance the King beckoned him thus …………. Adoniram either misunderstanding the gesture, or from that humility which so often accompanies true greatness, hesitated to advance when the King beckoned him a second time …..…. and yet a third ……… On approaching his royal master Adoniram attempted to kneel Dist GDC moves to the left to assist ME with the grip which the King prevented by taking him thus ………. and saying 'Rise G', a Hebrew word signifying excellent mason or more literally stone squarer. When the royal party was about to retire, Adoniram saluted the King three times in token of his humility. I will first go through this salutation and we will then do it three times together. The salutation is given thus ………. Hence are derived the G and the word G repeated by the ME of an I M, and the Sign and Salutation of a Master of Arts and Sciences.
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Dist G D C moves back behind the ME.
There are three further signs restricted to the Master's Chair. They are the S of the P, the S of S, and the P S.
The sign of the P is given by …….. and refers to that uprightness and integrity which should characterise every IM.
The sign of S and S is given by …….. and should remind us of that secrecy and silence which should always be observed with respect to Freemasonry, particularly by one who has reached with honour the Master's Chair.
The P S is given by …….. This sign alludes to the ancient penalty associated with the violation of your 0, implying that a man of honour would rather have ………. 
That is the order in which these signs are given at the opening of a B of I M, but at the close of the B, and more particularly in this the  …. District, these signs are given in the reverse order.
We will now go through these signs as they will be given by you and the other W Brn present at the close of this B. First then the P S. followed by the sign of S and S and finally standing to order with the S of the P.
Dist G D C picks up the regalia from the kneeler. Places the collar over his left arm above the gauntlet and assists with the investiture.
Dist G M: I now clothe you with the Badge of an I M and invest you with the collar and jewel of that Office, which is the highest honour any Lodge has in its power to confer on any of its Brn.
If apron was presented mention that here.
Your jewel, the square, being the implement which forms the rude and proves the perfect mass, is well applied by F Ms to inculcate the purest principles of piety and virtue. Masonically speaking it should be the guide of all your actions.
Take Master with the G and proceed to the E.
Dist G D C places the discarded apron in some convenient place. 
Master completes the G.
Dist G M: And now with the G and the word G of an I M, I place you in the Chair of K S according to ancient custom not doubting
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that your future conduct will be such as to justify the choice your Brn have made. Master is seated. Put on gauntlets.
I place in your hand this gavel as an emblem of power to enable you to preserve order in the Lodge particularly in the E.
And now W M your first duty will be to invest the I P M. 
Dist G M is seated.
Dist G D C: Proceeds to N E to escort IPM  to E for investiture. No salute when crossing in the E. Remove collar from the back of the I P M's chair and say.
W M, I present for investiture W Bro	 ….. the Immediate Past Master of the Lodge.
When collar is adjusted, move to S E and wait for the I P M 
W M: W Bro	I have much pleasure in investing you with this jewel as the I P M of this Lodge, feeling assured from the manner in which you have transacted the business of the Lodge during your Mastership, that should I at any time require your assistance my reliance on your co-operation will not be misplaced.
Dist G D C: Position I P M at the N E corner of the pavement and announce.
W Brn you will be upstanding and assemble in two ranks around the pavement of the Lodge. Done.
You will now pass in procession before the newly installed Master saluting him with the P S of an I M as you pass in the E and on this occasion you will salute in   (3s, 5s or 7s).
While the W Brn are saluting, Dist G D C moves to one pace W of the B S, and when the perambulation is finished announces.
The front rank will square the pavement of the Lodge.
Check the word Lodge before or after the name. Step forward to the B S and say.
From the centre I proclaim W Bro …… Master of Lodge ….. being Number  on the Roll of Grand Lodge for the ensuing twelve months and until a successor shall have been duly elected and installed in his stead, and I call on you to greet him with the Salutation of a Master of A and S, three times, taking the time from me.
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Dist G D C moves to the S E corner and says, W Brn be seated. Dist G D C returns to his seat.
The W Bro delivering the W Ts stands, salutes and continues automatically. The Dist G M to prompt only when the W Bro comes from another Masonic District or when the W Bro does not respond automatically.
W Bro: W M by command of the Dist G M. I now present to you the W Ts of an I M.
They are the rule, the line and the trowel.
The rule enables the Master to draw straight lines even and parallel, and by its assistance he is enabled to lay out the design for the Craftsman to work upon. As an emblem it admonishes the Master, punctually to observe his duty, to press forward in the paths of virtue, inclining neither to the right nor the left but in all his pursuits to have eternity in view.
The line, to which a plumb is attached, when stretched upon a wall in the process of erection, enables the Craftsman to lay the courses of his work even and true. By it the Master is taught the criterion of moral rectitude, to avoid dissimulation in conversation and action, and to guide his steps in the path which leads to a glorious immortality.
The trowel is used by the operative mason to spread the cement which fills the joints and binds all the parts into one solid mass. By it we are taught to spread the cement of kindness and affection which should unite all members of the Masonic fraternity wherever dispersed throughout the globe into one companionship of brotherly love, relief and truth. W M please be seated.
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro …….
Dist G M: W Brn after the closing of the B we will take a short break. You will retire informally, but when again called to order, you will resume the seats you occupied prior to the constitution of the B.
Dist G M: * (S W *, J W *) W Brn assist me to close this B of I M.
All stand. W Bro J W, what is the constant care of every I M? 
J W: To prove the Board close tyled, V W Dist G M.
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Dist G M: You will direct that duty to be done.
J W: W Bro I G. you will prove the B close tyled.
IG:*
Tyr: *
I G: W Bro J W the B is close tyled.
J W: * V W Dist G M the B is close tyled.
Dist G M: W Bro S W. what is the next care?
S W: To see that the W Brn stand to order as I Ms V W Dist G M. SW recovers the sign and places the plumb line in his right hand. 
Dist G M: To order W Brn as I Ms. Done. S W has the plumb line hanging from his right hand. The W Brn will pay attention to the SW while he recites a passage from the writings of the prophet Amos.
S W: Thus he showed me and behold the Lord stood upon a wall made by a P L with a P L in his hand. And the Lord said unto me ‘Amos what see’st thou?’ and I said ‘a P L’. Then said the Lord ‘Behold I will set a P L in the midst of my people Israel, I will not again pass by them any more’.
Dist G M: In the name of the M H I declare this B of I M duly closed.
Dist G M: * ( S W *, J W *, I G *, Tyr *).
The Brn may now retire informally. The I G does not leave his position inside the door of the lodge room.
At the direction of the Dist G D C the W Brn return to the lodge room and are seated as previously instructed. The I G checks all Brn on entry to ensure they are all Installed Masters.
Dist G M: * (S W*, J W*) W Bro J W you will arrange for the admission of the Bro Organist, Bro Herald as appropriate and afterwards M Ms only.
J W: W Bro I G you will admit Bro Organist, Bro Herald and, afterwards, M Ms only.
Dist G D C: Proceeds to the W to escort Bro Organist and Bro Herald to their seats. After M Ms are seated he stands at the S E corner of the pavement and says.
M Ms upstanding. Brn during your temporary absence from the
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Lodge W Bro ……. has been installed in the Chair of KS according to ancient custom and I call on you to salute him with the P S of a M M taking the time from me. Step and sign done.
Herald take's his place alongside the Dist G D C and after the fanfare the Dist G D C proclaims.
For the first time and from the E, I proclaim W Bro ……. Master of Lodge ……. being Number …. on the Roll of G L for the ensuing twelve months and until a successor shall have been duly elected and installed in his stead, and I call on you to greet him with the honours of this degree three times taking the time from me.
After the honours the Dist G D C returns to his seat with the Herald.
Dist G M: We will sing the Ode Brn. Done. Be seated Brn.
The W Bro delivering the WTs stands, salutes and continues automatically. The Dist G M needs to prompt only when the W Bro comes from another Masonic District or when the W Bro does not respond automatically.
W Bro: I have the honour to present to you the W Ts of a M M. They are the S, P and the Cs. With their uses in operative Masonry, as well as their moral significance to us as F Ms you are already familiar. But, to you as a ruler in the Craft and more especially as M of the L, the S should mark out that straight and undeviating line of conduct which ought to guide you in the management of its affairs. The P points out to you the necessity of a strict attention to every detail of administration which will make for the well-being of your Lodge, whilst the Cs should remind you of the impartial justice which, tempered with mercy, you are to mete out to every Bro who may be under your direction. W M please be seated.
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro …….  W Bro salutes and is seated.
Dist G M: * (S W *, J W *) Brn assist me to close the Lodge in the 3rd Degree. All stand.
W Bro J W what is the constant care of every M M?
J W: To prove the Lodge close tyled, V W Dist G M.
Dist G M: You will direct that duty to be done.
J W : W Bro I G you will prove the Lodge close tyled.
I G: ** *
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Tyr: ** *
I G: W Bro J W the Lodge is close tyled.
J W: ** * V W Dist G M. the Lodge is close tyled.
Dist G M: W Bro S W what is the next care?
S W: To see that the Brn stand to order as M Ms. V W Dist GM. 
Dist G M: To order Brn in the 3rd degree. Done.
Brn, by virtue of the authority in me vested I close this M Ms Lodge.
Dist G M: ** * (S W ** *, J W ** *, I G ** *, Tyr ** *). Dist G D C adjusts the S and Cs and checks the T B and WTs. 
Dist G M: Be seated Brn
Dist G M: W Bro J W you will arrange for the admission of any F C F Ms in attendance.
J W: W Bro I G, you will inquire if there are any F C F Ms in attendance.
I G: Opens the door and establishes the answer. W Bro J W there are no F C F Ms in attendance.
Dist G D C: Moves directly to S E corner and says.
All Brn of Lodge …….. 	below Grand Rank will be upstanding.  Brn you will salute your newly installed Master as F C F Ms taking the time from me. All Brn of the Lodge excluding Grand Lodge Officers stand. Done.
I G: Opens the door and establishes the answer W Bro J W there are …. F C F Ms in attendance.
J W: W Bro I G you will admit them when the Dist G D C is in attendance.
Dist G D C: Proceeds to the door. F Cs admitted with,the Dist GDC and placed in the W Dist G D C then proceeds to the S E corner and says. Brn prior to your admission into the L. W Bro ……. has been installed in the Chair of K S according to ancient custom and I call on you, together with all Brn of Lodge …… below Grand Rank who will be upstanding, to salute him as F C F Ms taking the time from me. All Brn of the Lodge excluding Grand Lodge Officers stand. Done.
Dist G D C: Visiting Brn upstanding.
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Herald takes his place alongside the Dist G D C and both proceed to the W. After the fanfare the Dist G D C proclaims.
For the second time and from the W, I proclaim W Bro ……. Master of Lodge …….. being Number ….  on the Roll of Grand Lodge for the ensuing twelve months and until a successor shall have been duly elected and installed in his stead, and I call on you to greet him with the honours of this degree twice taking the time from me. Honours are S of F and HS given together. Done.
Dist G M: We will sing the Ode Brn
Dist G D C: While the Ode is being sung, escort the F Cs to their seats, saluting as they cross in the E. Ensure they have a copy of the programme. Return to seat. Herald returns to his seat directly.
Dist G M: Be seated Brn.
The W Bro delivering the W Ts stands, salutes and continues automatically. The Dist G M needs to prompt only when the W Bro comes from another Masonic District or when the W Bro does not respond automatically.
W Bro: I have the honour to present to you the W Ts of a F C F M. They are the S the L and the P R. With their uses in operative Masonry as well as their speculative significance to us as F Ms you are already familiar. But at this time they should especially remind you (present S) that by the rectitude of your conduct, (present L) by the modesty and dignity of your demeanour, and (present P L) by the justness and uprightness of your life, you should endeavour to prove yourself worthy of the high honour which has been conferred on you by your Brn. W M please be seated.
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro	W Bro salutes and is seated.
Dist G M: * (S W *, J W *) Brn assist me to close the Lodge in the 2nd Degree. All stand.
W Bro J W what is the constant care of every F C F M? 
J W: To prove the Lodge close tyled, V W Dist G M.
Dist G M: You will direct that duty to be done.
J W: W Bro I G, you will prove the Lodge close tyled.
IG: * **
Tyr:* **
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I G: W Bro J W the Lodge is close tyled.
J W: * ** V W Dist G M, the Lodge is close tyled.
Dist G M: W Bro S W what is the next care?
S W: To see that the Brn stand to order as F C F Ms, V W Dist GM.
Dist G M: To order Brn in the 2nd Degree. Done.
Brn by virtue of the authority in me vested, I close this F C Lodge.
Dist G M: * ** (S W * **, J W * **, I G * **, Tyr * **). Dist G D C adjusts the S and Cs and checks the T B and W Ts.
Dist G M: Be seated Brn
Dist G M: W Bro J W you will arrange for the admission of any E A F Ms in attendance.
J W: W Bro I G you will inquire if there are any E A F Ms in attendance.
I G: Opens the door and establishes the answer. W Bro J W there are no E A F Ms in attendance.
Dist G D C: Moves directly to S E corner and says.
All Brn of Lodge ……. below Grand Rank will be upstanding. Brn you will salute your newly installed Master as E A F M taking the time from me. All Brn of the Lodge excluding Grand Lodge Officers stand. Done.
I G: Opens the door and establishes the answer. W Bro J W there are …. E A F Ms in attendance.
J W: W Bro I G you will admit them when the Dist G D C is in attendance.
Dist G D C: Proceeds to the door. E As admitted with the Dist G D C and placed in the W Dist G D C then proceeds to the S E corner and says, Brn prior to your admission into the L, W Bro …….. has been installed in the Chair of KS according to ancient custom and I call on you, together with all Brn of Lodge …… below Grand Rank who will be upstanding, to salute him as E A F Ms taking the time from me. All Brn of the Lodge excluding Grand Lodge Officers stand. Done.
Dist G D C: Visiting Brn upstanding.
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Herald takes his place alongside the Dist G D C and both proceed to the S. After the fanfare the Dist G D C proclaims.
For the third time and from the S, I proclaim W Bro …….. Master of Lodge …… being Number …. on the Roll of Grand Lodge for the ensuing twelve months and until a successor shall have been duly elected and installed in his stead, and I call on you to greet him with the honours of this degree once taking the time from me. Done.
Dist G M: We will sing the Ode Brn
Dist G D C: While the Ode is being sung, escorts the EAs to their seats. Ensure they have a copy of the programme. Return to seat. Herald returns to his seat directly.
Dist G M: Be seated Brn
The W Bro delivering the W Ts stands, salutes and continues automatically The Dist G M needs to prompt only when the W Bro comes from another Masonic District or when the W Bro does not respond automatically.
W Bro: I have the honour to present to you the W Ts of an E A F M. They are the 24 inch G, the C G and the C. But at this time the 24 inch G should serve especially to remind you that, whilst not neglecting the ordinary duties of your station, you should devote a portion of your time to promoting the interests of your Lodge in the interval between its stated meetings, as well as when you are in the Chair. The C G points out that with faithful admonition and kindly advice you should endeavour to correct the errors of your Brn, whilst the C enjoins upon you the necessity of edifying and instructing your Brn by example and precept, so that they become perfect stones, fit for the T, which we raise to the glory of the GAOTU.
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro ….. W Bro Salutes and is seated
Dist G D C: On the completion of the presentation of the W Ts, the Dist G D C moves to the E for the presentation of the Charter Book of Constitution and By Laws to the Master.
Dist G M: R W Bro would it please you to present to the Master the Charter, the B of C and the By Laws of his Lodge. Note that such a presentation is 'by command ' if the presenting Bro
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is junior to the Dist G M and at the request of if he is senior.
R W Bro: W M by command of the Dist G M I now deliver into your special keeping the Charter of your Lodge. During the last years this Charter has passed through the hands of many worthy and distinguished Brn and I am sure in delivering it into your care it will lose none of its lustre, but will be transmitted to your successor pure and unsullied as you now receive it.
I also present to you the B of C and Laws of Grand Lodge which I recommend to your most serious perusal, particularly that portion dealing with the management of Craft Lodges and the Collected Rulings of the Board of G P, which are found at the back of the book, as it has been said with some truth most problems arising in your Lodge will be solved with reference to those pages.
Finally I present to you a copy of the By Laws of your Lodge and I charge you to see that every initiate and joining member is issued with a copy, so that none of your Brn may plead ignorant of the laws by which this Lodge is governed.
Dist G M: Thank you R W Bro …….
Dist G M: If appropriate. W M in accordance with the custom of your Lodge you will now sign your name in the V S L.
Dist G D C: If the V S L is to be signed, open it at the correct page for the Master to sign. After signing ensure the Master proceeds around the front of the pedestal and back to his Chair. Done.
Dist G D C takes up position in the S E to conduct the Officer to the W for the Address to the Master.
Address to the Master
W Bro: W M. you having been installed in the Chair of this worthy and worshipful Lodge can not be insensible to the obligations which devolve on you as its head, or to the responsibility for the faithful discharge of the duties annexed to the appointment.
The honour, reputation and usefulness of this Lodge will materially depend on the skill and assiduity with which you manage its concerns, while the happiness of its members will generally be promoted in proportion to the zeal and ability with which you promulgate the genuine principles of the Institution.
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As a pattern for imitation, consider that glorious luminary of nature, which rising in the E regularly diffuses light and lustre to all within its circle; in like manner it is your peculiar province to communicate light and instruction to the Brn of your Lodge. Forcibly impress upon them the dignity and high importance of Masonry, seriously admonish them never to disgrace it, charge them to practise out of the Lodge those duties they have been taught in it, and by virtuous, amiable and discreet conduct to prove to the world the happy and beneficial effect of our ancient Institution, so that when anyone is said to be a member of it, the world may know that he is one to whom the burdened heart may pour forth its sorrow, to whom the distressed may prefer their suit whose hand is guided by justice, and whose heart is expanded by benevolence.
In fine W M by a strict observance of the By Laws of your lodge, the Constitutions of Masonry, and above all by the use of the Sacred Writings which are given as a rule and guide to our Faith, you will be enabled to lay up a Crown of Joy and Rejoicing which will continue when time with you shall be no more, (stand to order with S of R) and may God grant you health and strength to perform the duties of your high office with satisfaction to yourself and advantage to your Lodge.
W M please be seated.
Dist G D C: Conduct the Addressing Officer to the E.
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro …….
Dist G D C: Escort the Dep M to the E for investiture and afterwards escort him back to his seat in the N.
Dist G D C: W M. I present for investiture W Bro ……. who has been elected (appointed) Dep M of the Lodge.
W M: W Dist G D C thank you for your presentation.
W Bro ……. I invest you as Dep M of the Lodge. Continues briefly with words of his own choosing. Done.
Dist G D C: Escort S W Elect for investiture in the W; saluting the Master as you cross in the E. Present S W Elect to the Investing Officer.
Dist G D C: W Bro ……. I present for investiture Bro …….
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who has been elected (appointed) S W of the L.
S G W: (Whilst seated) W Dist G D C thank you for your presentation. (Now stand).
Bro	you having been elected (appointed) S W of the Lodge,
I now invest you with the Insignia of your Office.
The Level being an emblem of equality, points out the equal measures you are bound to pursue in conjunction with the Master in the well ruling and governing of the Lodge. I therefore place in your hand this gavel as an emblem of power, to enable you to assist your Master in preserving order in the Lodge especially in the W.
I also present to you the column of your Office which you will place erect when the Lodge is open, to point out to the Brn that the Lodge is engaged in Masonic business.
Your place is in the W (seat him in his chair). Your duty, to mark the setting sun and to close the Lodge by the Master's command after seeing that every Bro has had his due (put on gauntlets). The S W's column (point to the column supporting the light) is traditionally of the Doric order. It is an emblem of strength, and
directs that you are to use all your strength of mind and powers of intellect to preserve peace, order and harmony among the Brn of the Lodge, to facilitate the designs of the Master and to see that his commands are carried into full and permanent effect.
Dist G D C: Escort the SW to the E.
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro ……
Dist G D C: Escort J W Elect for investiture in the S, saluting the Master as you cross in the E. Present J W Elect to the Investing Officer
W Bro ……. I present for investiture Bro ……. 	who has been elected (appointed) J W of the L.
J G W: (Whilst seated) W Dist G D C thank you for your presentation. (Now stand).
Bro ……. you having been elected (appointed) J W of the L, I now invest you with the collar and jewel of your Office.
The P R, being an emblem of uprightness, points out the integrity of measures you are bound to pursue in conjunction with your Master
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and S W in the well ruling and governing of the L particularly in the examination of visitors, lest through your neglect any unqualified person should gain admission to our assemblies and the Brn be thereby innocently led to violate their 0.
I therefore place in your hand this gavel as an emblem of power, to enable you to assist your Master and your S W in preserving order in the L, especially in the S.
I also present to you the column of your Office, which you will place horizontal whenever the L is open for business and erect whenever the L is called from labour to refreshment, that matter being under your immediate supervision as the ostensible steward of the L.
Your place is in the S (seat him in his chair). Your duty to mark the sun at its meridian, to call the Brn from labour to refreshment and from refreshment to labour that profit and pleasure may be the result. (put on gauntlets)
The J W's column (point to the column supporting the light) is traditionally of the Corinthian Order; it is an emblem of beauty, and points out that you are to adorn the work with all your powers of genius and active industry, to promote regularity amongst the Brn by your good example, the persuasive eloquence of precept and the administrative encouragement of merit.
Dist G D C: Escort the J G W to the E. Salute when crossing in the W
Wait in the E for the Officer addressing the Wardens.
DistGM: Thank you WBro ….. 
Dist G M: Bro S W and Bro J W you will stand with the S of F.
Address to the Wardens
W Bro: Bros S and J W, you having been elected (appointed)to the principal Offices, are to consider yourselves pledged, by your acceptance thereof, to a strict performance of your duties as well as to a regular attendance during the time for which you are elected (appointed). You are sufficiently acquainted with the principles of Masonry to prevent any mistrust that you will be found wanting in the discharge of the duties of your respective 
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offices; suffice it to say, that what you observe praiseworthy in others you should carefully imitate, and what in them may appear defective you should in yourselves amend; you ought to be examples of good order and regularity, for it is only by paying due obedience to the laws in our own conduct that we can reasonably expect compliance with them from others; you are assiduously to assist the Master in the discharge of the duties of his important trust, by communicating light and imparting knowledge to all whom he may place under your direction.
From the spirit you have hitherto evinced, we entertain no doubt that your future conduct will be such as to merit the esteem of your Brn and the gratifying testimony of a clear conscience.
Bros Warden please be seated.
Dist G D C: Escort the addressing Officer to the E.
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro ……. 
Dist G D C: Prepare for the investiture of the other Officers which is done in the N E part of the Lodge.
When two Officers are to do the investing, one does from Chaplain to Almoner and the second from Deacon to Tyler.
Present each Officer Elect to the Investing Officer, stating whether elected, re-elected, appointed or re-appointed Ensure that the Officers are presented in the order of precedence as per the Book of Constitution.
Escort each newly invested Officer to his chair when he is an Officer of Grand Lodge or when his chair is currently occupied by an Officer of Grand Lodge. In the latter case escort the Grand Lodge Officer to the E, saluting as he crosses the Lodge. He will be thanked by the Dist G M
After being invested, the D C assists in the presentation of the Officers Elect and conducts them to their respective chairs.
Dist G D C: W Bro ……. I present for investiture Bro ……. who has been elected (appointed) Chaplain of the Lodge Repeat this format for each subsequent Officer.
W Bro: W Dist G D C I thank you for your presentation and for those which are to follow
Chaplain
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Bro ……. you having been elected Chaplain of the Lodge, I now invest you with the collar and jewel of your Office. Your jewel the open book represents the V S L, the greatest of the three great lights in Freemasonry.
Your duty is to offer up prayers and invocations to the GAO T U, as both in the opening and closing of the Lodge in each degree as well as in each of the three ceremonies, the blessing of Heaven is invoked on our proceedings. It will be your duty, as far as may be possible, to attend all meetings of the Lodge in order that you may exercise your sacred office in the devotional portions of our ceremonies.
Treasurer
Bro ……. you having been elected Treasurer of the Lodge. I now invest you with the insignia of your Office, which is a key appended to a collar. This is an emblem of silence and secrecy. The metal key is to preserve the treasures of the Lodge, but the secret key is an emblem of the tongue, whose eloquence should be used to unlock the hearts of your Brn and lead them to dispense their treasures in the cause of the needy and orphaned.
Secretary
Bro ……. you having been elected Secretary of the Lodge, which is an office of considerable importance, I now invest you with the jewel of your Office, which is two pens in saltire, an emblem of silent communication.
The pen should never be used in the cause of oppression, but the fluid should flow freely from it in the defence of a Bro's character when assailed, and should be eloquent in the cause of the destitute and oppressed.
The ritual for investing a Brother; who has been elected Secretary/ Treasurer of the Lodge, the collar may have either the treasurer 's or secretary's jewel appended to it.
Secretary/Treasurer
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Bro …….	 you having been elected Secretary/Treasurer of the Lodge, I invest you with the collar and jewel of your office.
Your jewel should symbolically be seen to combine a Key with a Pen in saltire.
The Key is an emblem of Silence and Secrecy. The metal one is to preserve the treasures of the Lodge, but the secret one is an emblem of the Tongue, whose eloquence should be used to unlock the hearts of your Bm and lead them to dispense their treasures in the cause of the needy and orphaned.
The Pen is an emblem of Silent Communication. It should never be used in the cause of oppression, but the fluid should flow freely from it in the defence of a Bro's character, when assailed, and should be eloquent in the cause of the destitute and oppressed.
Director of Ceremonies 
Bro ……. 	you having been elected Director of Ceremonies of the Lodge, I now invest you with the collar and jewel of your Office. Your jewel - crossed batons tied with a ribbon.
Your duties are to see that the ceremonies of the Lodge are carried out with propriety and decorum, the visitors and Brn are placed according to their rank and the Officers are in their respective stations.
I therefore place in your hand this baton as an emblem of authority to allow you to move freely within the Lodge.
I trust you will give to your duties the attention their importance demands.
Almoner
Bro ……. you having been elected Almoner of the Lodge, I have much pleasure in investing you with the collar and jewel of your Office.
Your jewel is a scrip purse with a heart engraved thereon, an emblem of Brotherly Love and Benevolence.
Your duty is to visit the sick and such of your Brn as are in need, to dispense such comforts as in your opinion are necessary, reporting back to the Lodge for further action if required, always remembering that brightest jewel of our Order, charity, raising
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hope on the one hand and renewing faith on the other, and with charity always in your heart.
Senior and Junior Deacons
These are presented together, S D on the right.
Bro ……. and Bro ……. 	you having been elected Senior and Junior Deacons respectively, I invest each of you with the collar and jewel of your office.
Your identical jewels are a dove bearing an olive branch. 
Turn and address the S D.
Bro S D your place is at or near the right of the Master, your duty is to bear all messages and commands of the Master to the S W and to await the return of the J D. It is also part of your duties to attend on candidates during the ceremonies of Passing and Raising and otherwise as required by the D C.
Turn and address the JD.
Bro J D your place is at the right of the S W, your duty is to carry all messages and communications of the Master from the S W to the J W that the same may be punctually obeyed.
It is also part of your duties to attend on candidates during the ceremony of Initiation, and"to assist the S D while attending on candidates, during Passing and Raising and also, as required by the DC
Now address both together - place the wands in their right hands.
I therefore place in your hands these wands as badges of your Office, which I have no doubt you will fill with the proper care and attention.
When congratulating them support the wands with your left hand.
Organist
Bro ……. you having been elected Organist of the Lodge, I now invest you with the collar and jewel of your Office.
Your jewel, the lyre, is the emblem of music — "The concord of sweet sounds". In this aspect music typifies the concord
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and harmony which have always been amongst the foremost characteristics of our Order. Your jewel therefore should stimulate us to promote and to maintain concord, goodwill and affection, not only among the members of your own Lodge, but with all Brn of the Craft.
Inner Guard
Bro ……. you having been elected Inner Guard of the Lodge, I now invest you with the jewel of your Office, which are two swords in saltire. Your place is within the entrance of the Lodge, your duty to report to the Master when brn claim admission, to admit Freemasons on proof, receive candidates in due form and to obey the commands of the J W.
Senior and Junior Stewards
Bro ……. and Bro ……. 	you having been elected Senior and Junior Stewards respectively, I have much pleasure in investing each of you with the collar and jewel of your Office. Your identical jewels are the cornucopia or horn of plenty. Your duties are to introduce visitors and to see they are properly accommodated, to keep an eye on refectory expenses, to see that the tables are properly furnished and that every Bro is suitably provided for, and generally to assist the Deacons and other Officers in the performing of their respective duties. Your regular and early attendance will be the best proof of your zeal and attachment.
Present wands when the Lodge uses them.
Tyler
Bro	you having been elected Tyler of the Lodge. I now invest you with the insignia of your office, which is a sword appended to a collar.
Your place is outside the door of the Lodge. Your duty is to see that the candidates are properly prepared and to give the proper reports on the door of the Lodge when candidates, members or visitors require admission.
I therefore place in your hands this sword to enable you to keep off
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all intruders and cowans to Masonry and suffer none to pass but such as are duly qualified.
From your well known zeal, I feel sure that the confidence the Brn have shown by your election will not be misplaced.
Dist G D C: When all other Brn are seated the Dist G D C takes a seat in the N.
Dist G M: Will all Brn below the rank of Warden please stand. Done at the discretion of the Dist G M„ depending on numbers present in the lodge room. The Brn stand without saluting.
Address to the Brethren
W Bro: Brn such is the nature of our Constitution, that as some must of necessity rule and teach so others must of course learn, submit and obey; humility in each is an essential qualification. The Brn who have been selected to assist the Master in the ruling and governing of the Lodge, are too well acquainted with the principles of Masonry and the Laws of our Institution to warrant any mistrust that they will be found wanting in the discharge of the duties of their respective Offices or that they will exceed the powers with which they are entrusted; and you Brn, I am sure, are of too generous a disposition to envy their preferment; I therefore trust that we shall have but one aim in view to please each other and unite in the grand design of being happy and communicating happiness; and as this association has been formed and perfected with so much unanimity and concord long may it continue; may Brotherly Love and Affection ever distinguish us as men and as Masons, may the principles and tenets of our profession, which are founded on the basis of religious truth and virtue, teach us to measure our actions by the Rule of Rectitude, square our conduct by the Principles of Morality, and guide our inclinations and even our thoughts within the Compass of Propriety. Hence we learn to be meek, humble and resigned, to be faithful to our God, our country and our laws, to drop a tear of sympathy over the failings of a Bro and to pour the healing balm of consolation into the bosom of the afflicted.
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May these principles and tenets be transmitted pure and unpolluted through this Lodge from generation to generation. S M I B. Brn will you please be seated.
WELLINGTON DISTRICTS
RITUAL OF THE CEREMONY OF
INSTALLATION
VARIATIONS
Contents:
1.	When a Master continues on for a second term.
2.	When the Master Elect is an Installed Master.
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Addressing Officer salutes and is re-seated.
Dist G M: W M this now concludes the ceremony of your Installation and the Investiture of your Officers.
Should any Officer Elect have been absent and therefore not invested, that should be mentioned here.
On behalf of the Officers of Grand Lodge who have accompanied me, I congratulate you and trust that you have a happy year in office. I return to you the gavel and with it the full control of your Lodge.
Salutes and is seated.
Master: Replies and extends thanks.
Collection in aid of the Freemasons' Fund of Benevolence 
Present I P M with P M certificate, jewel and bound copy of Lodge notices. I P M gives a short word of thanks.
Master: First time of rising.
Dist G M: Gives greetings. Gives any apologies. W M, with your assistance the Officers of Grand Lodge will now retire.
Master: Upstanding Brn.
When the New Zealand flag has been received, it will retire immediately behind the Dist G A I and his Deacons.
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RITUAL OF THE CEREMONY OF 
INSTALLATION VARIATIONS
Variation when a Master continues on for a second term.
(Not for a PM going back into the Chair)
The Lodge is in the Third Degree and all visitors have been admitted. The Officers of Grand Lodge have all signed the Attendance book.
Dist G D C: W Brn you will assemble in order of seniority.
The Dist G D C is admitted and moves to the W, the Brn being upstanding.
Dist G D C: W M, our Dist G M, V W Bro ……. accompanied by Officers of Grand Lodge, is in attendance. Are you ready to receive him?
Master: W Bro ……. Dist G D C we are ready and will be very pleased to receive V W Bro ….. Dist G M and Officers of Grand Lodge.
The Dist G D C retires and leads in the procession to the N E corner. The Officers of Grand Lodge form two ranks, facing inwards. The Dist G D C returns between the ranks to escort the Dist G M to the E. If the New Zealand flag is to be received, it will be carried into the Lodge after the Dist G M and is held adjacent to the Inner Guard. The Dist G D C proceeds to the S E and waits while the Dist G M assumes the Chair and the Officers of Grand Lodge take their places.
Dist G D C: Brn, we will greet our Dist G M, V W Bro…….. with the honours due to his exalted rank, five times, taking the time from me.
Dist G M: W M and Brn, I thank you for your salutations and I greet you well. We will remain standing while we sing our National Anthem. Done. Please be seated.
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If the flag is to be received
Dist G M: W M and Brn, I thank you for your salutations and I greet you well. We will remain standing while we sing our National Anthem, during which we will receive our flag. The flag will be placed in a stand adjacent to the Dep M's chair. Done. Please be seated
All seated. Dist G D C remains standing at his seat. Dist G M advises, if appropriate, that gloves may be removed and any changes to the programme.
Dist G M: W Dist G D C, you will conduct W Bro	 ……. to the S W's Chair, W Bro ……. to the J W's Chair, W Bro ……. to the Chaplain's Chair and W Bro to the position of Inner Guard. On completion the Dist G D C returns to his seat and is seated. 
Dist G M: Brn, the principal ceremonial business of the evening is the Installation of W Bro , M E into the Chair of K S and the investiture of his Officers. But before proceeding I will ask the Secretary to read that portion of the minutes relating to the election of Master. Bro Secretary.
The Secretary stands, salutes, reads that portion of the minutes, salutes and is re-seated.
Dist G M: Thank you Bro Secretary.
Dist G M: W M has that minute been confirmed?
Master: It has V W Dist G M.
Dist G M: Then W Dist G D C assisted by W Bro	, D C you
will now present the M E.
The Dist G D C moves to the S E and waits for the M E to come down from the left of the Dist G M Note that the ME is wearing his I M apron and his Master 's collar but has left his gauntlets on the Master 's pedestal. The Dist G D C conducts the ME to the ff, with the Dist G D C on the right. They are followed by the D C. They stand facing the E with the ME between them.
D C: VW Bro	 …… Dist G M, we present to you W Bro ……., M E of this Lodge, to receive at your hands the benefit of Installation. 
Dist G M: W Dist G D C and W Bro , D C your presentation will be attended to. Let the M E kneel.
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Dist G M: * (S W * J W *) Upstanding Brn. The Brn stand with the Posture of Reverence.
Chaplain: Vouchsafe Thine aid, Almighty Father and Supreme Governor of the Universe, to this our solemn Rite; and grant that the Worthy and Distinguished Bro who is about to be numbered among the rulers of the Craft, may be endued with wisdom to comprehend, judgement to define, and ability to enforce obedience to Thy Holy Laws. Sanctify him with Thy grace, strengthen him with Thy power and enrich his mind with genuine knowledge, that he may the better be enabled to enlighten the minds of his Brn and consecrate this our mansion to the Honour and Glory of Thy Holy Name.
Brn: S M I B
Dist G M: Let the M E rise. Be seated Brn. Done.
Without further instruction, Dist G D C conducts the ME to the E, facing him to the S.
D C returns to his seat. Dist G M comes and faces the ME.
Dist G M: W Bro , you have already taken a S 0 as regards your duties as Master of the Lodge, and you have taken another 0 with respect to the secrets restricted to the M's Chair; you have had those secrets, the traditional history and the W T's of an I M explained to you and you have been clothed with the badge of an I M. It now only remains for me to invest you with the collar and jewel of that Office, which is the highest honour any Lodge has in its power to confer on any of its Brn.
Your jewel, the square, being the implement which forms the rude and proves the perfect mass, is well applied by F Ms to inculcate the purest principles of piety and virtue. Masonically speaking it should be the guide of all your actions.
Take the Master with the G and proceed to the E.
Dist G M: And now, I place you in the Chair of K S according to ancient custom not doubting that your future conduct will be such as to justify the choice your Brn have made. Master is seated. Put on gauntlets. I place in your hand this gavel as an emblem of power to enable you to preserve order in the Lodge particularly in the E.
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Dist G M is seated. Dist G D C remains standing in the S E.
Dist G D C: Turn to face the W. All Brn below Grand Rank will be upstanding. Brn, W Bro ……. has been installed in the Chair of KS according to ancient custom and I call on you to salute him with the P S of a M M taking the time from me. Step and sign done.
Herald takes his place alongside the Dist G D C and after the fanfare the Dist G D C proclaims.
For the first time and from the E, I proclaim W Bro ……., Master of Lodge ……. being Number on the Roll of Grand Lodge for the ensuing twelve months and until a successor shall have been duly elected and installed in his stead, and I call on you to greet him with the honours of this degree three times taking the time from me.
After the honours the Dist G D C returns to his seat with the Herald.
Dist G M: We will sing the Ode Brn. Done. Be seated Brn.
The W Bro delivering the W Ts of a M M stands, salutes and continues automatically. The Dist G M needs to prompt only when the W Bro comes from another Masonic District or when the W Bro does not respond automatically.
W Bro: Presentation as per the standard ritual. W M please be seated.
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro …….
W Bro salutes and is seated.
Dist G M: * (S W *, J W *) Brn assist me to close the Lodge in the 3rd Degree. All stand.
W Bro J W what is the constant care of every M M? 
J W: To prove the Lodge close tyled. V W Dist G M. 
Dist G M: You will direct that duty to be done.
JW: W Bro I G you will prove the Lodge close tyled. 
I G: ** * 
Tyr:** *
I G: W Bro J W the Lodge is close tyled.
J W: ** * V W Dist G M, the Lodge is close tyled. 
Dist G M: W Bro S W what is the next care?
S W: To see that the Brn stand to order as M Ms, VW Dist GM.
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Dist G M: To order Brn in the 3rd degree. Done.
Brn, by virtue of the authority in me vested I close this M Ms Lodge.
Dist G M: ** * (S W ** *, J W ** *, I G ** *, Tyr ** *). Dist G D C adjusts the S and Cs and checks the T B and W Ts. 
Dist G M: Be seated Brn.
Dist G M: W Bro J W, you will arrange for the admission of any FC FMs in attendance.
J W: W Bro I G, you will inquire if there are any FC FMs in attendance.
I G: Opens the door and establishes the answer. W Bro J W there are no FC FMs in attendance.
Dist G D C: Moves directly to S E corner and says.
All Brn of Lodge …….	, below Grand Rank will be upstanding.
Brn you will salute your newly installed Master as FC FMs taking the time from me.
All Brn of the Lodge, excluding Grand Lodge Officers stand. Done.

I G: Opens the door and establishes the answer. W Bro J W there are …. FC FMs in attendance.
JW: W Bro I G you will admit them when the Dist G D C is in attendance.
Dist G D C: Proceeds to the door. F Cs admitted with the Dist GDC and placed in the W
Dist G D C then proceeds to the S E corner and says.
Brn prior to your admission into the L, W Bro	 ……. has been installed in the Chair of K S according to ancient custom and I call on you together with all Brn of Lodge below Grand Rank who will be upstanding to salute him as FC FMs taking the time from me. All Brn of the Lodge excluding Grand Lodge Officers stand. Done.
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Dist GDC: Visiting Brn upstanding.
Herald takes his place alongside the Dist G D C and both proceed to the W After the fanfare the Dist G D C proclaims.
For the second time and from the W, I proclaim W Bro	 ……. Master of Lodge ….. being Number …. on the Roll of Grand Lodge for the ensuing twelve months and until a successor shall have been duly elected and installed in his stead, and I call on you to greet him with the honours of this degree twice taking the time from me.
Honours are S of F and H S given together. Done.
Dist G M: We will sing the Ode Brn.
Dist G D C: While the Ode is being sung, escort the F Cs to their seats, saluting as they cross in the E. Ensure they have a copy of the programme. Return to seat. Herald returns to his seat directly.
Dist G M: Be seated Brn.
The W Bro delivering the WTs of -a FC FM stands, salutes and continues automatically. The Dist G M needs to prompt only when the W Bro comes from another Masonic District or when the W Bro does not respond automatically.
W Bro: Presentation as per the standard ritual.
W Bro: W M please be seated.
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro …….
W Bro salutes and is seated
Dist G M: * (S W *, J W *) Brn assist me to close the Lodge in the 2nd Degree. All stand. W Bro J W what is the constant care of every FC FM?
J W: To prove the Lodge close tyled, V W Dist G M.
Dist G M: You will direct that duty to be done.
J W: W Bro I G, you will prove the Lodge close tyled.
I G: * **
Tyr: * **
I G: W Bro J W the Lodge is close tyled.
J W: * ** V W Dist G M, the Lodge is close tyled.
Dist G M: W Bro S W what is the next care?
S W: To see that the Brn stand to order as FC FMs, V W Dist G
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M.
Dist G M: To order Brn, in the 2nd Degree. Done.
Brn by virtue of the authority in me vested, I close this F C Lodge.
Dist G M: * ** (S W * **, J W * **, I G * **, Tyr * **). 
Dist G D C adjusts the S and Cs and checks the TB and WTs. Dist G M: Be seated Brn.
Dist G M: W Bro J W you will arrange for the admission of any E A FMs in attendance.
J W: W Bro I G you will inquire if there are any EA FMs in attendance.
I G: Opens the door and establishes the answer. W Bro J W there are no EA FMs in attendance.
Dist G D C: Moves directly to S E corner and says.
All Brn of Lodge …….	, below Grand Rank, will be upstanding.
Brn you will salute your newly installed Master as EA FMs taking the time from me. All Brn of the Lodge excluding Grand Lodge officers stand. Done.

I G: Opens the door and establishes the answer. W Bro J W there are ….. EA FMs in attendance.
J W: W Bro I G you will admit them when the Dist G D C is in attendance.
Dist G D C: Proceeds to the door E As admitted with the Dist GDC and placed in the W
Dist G D C then proceeds to the S E corner and says.
Brn prior to your admission into the L, W Bro ……. has been installed in the Chair of KS according to ancient custom.and I call on you together with all Brn of Lodge ……. below Grand Rank who will be upstanding to salute him as EA FMs taking the time from me.
All Brn of the Lodge excluding Grand Lodge Officers stand. Done.
Dist G D C: Visiting Brn upstanding.
Herald takes his place alongside the Dist G D C and both proceed to the S. After the fanfare the Dist G D C proclaims.
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For the third time and from the S, I proclaim W Bro	. ……. Master of Lodge ……. being Number on the Roll of Grand Lodge for the ensuing twelve months and until a successor shall have been duly elected and installed in his stead, and I call on you to greet him with the honours of this degree once taking the time from me. Done.
Dist G M: We will sing the Ode Brn.
Dist G D C: While the Ode is being sung, escort the EAs to their seats. Ensure they have a copy of the programme. Return to seat. Herald returns to his seat directly.
Dist G M: Be seated Brn.
The W Bro delivering the WTs stands, salutes and continues automatically. The Dist G M needs to prompt only when the W Bro comes from another Masonic District or when the W Bro does not respond automatically.
W Bro: Ritual as per the standard ritual. W M, please be seated. 
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro ……. 
W Bro salutes and is seated
Dist G D C: On the completion of the presentation of the W Ts, the Dist G D C moves to the E for the presentation of the Charter Book of Constitution and By Laws to the Master.
Dist G M: R W Bro ……. would it please you to present to the Master the Charter, the B of C and the By Laws of his Lodge. Note that such a presentation is 'by command' if the presenting Bro is junior to the Dist G M and 'at the request of ' if he is senior.
R W Bro: Presentation as per the standard ritual.
Dist G M: Thank you R W Bro …….
Dist G M: If appropriate. W M in accordance with the custom of your Lodge you will now sign your name in the VSL.
Dist G D C: If the VSL is to be signed, open it at the correct page for the Master to sign. After signing ensure the Master proceeds around the front of the pedestal and back to his Chair. Done.
Dist G D C takes up position in the S E to conduct the Officer to the W for the Address to the Master
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Address to the Master
W Bro: Address as per the standard ritual.
Dist G D C: Conduct the Addressing Officer to the E.
Dist G M: Thank you W Bro ……. 
Dist G M: Brn, before I place the Lodge at ease you will direct your attention to the Dist G D C.
Dist G D C: Brn, whilst the Lodge is at ease, the Officers of this Lodge who are to be invested will assemble in the N each bearing with him the collar and jewel of his Office.
Dist G M: * (S W *, J W *) Brn the Lodge is at ease.
While the Lodge is at ease, the G D C checks the following:
Bro Organist and Bro Herald should already be inside. If not the Dist G D C checks with the Tyler and conducts them, informally, into the Lodge.
Assist the D C to assemble the Officers to be invested.
Book of Constitution and By Laws are on the Master 's pedestal.
P M certificate, jewel and bound book are available.
Dep Ms collar on the back of the chair
When completed stand at the S E corner of the pavement facing E.
Dist G M: * (S W *, J W *).
Dist G D C: Conduct the Dep M to the E for investiture and afterwards escort him back to his seat in the N.
Ceremony continues as normal. Refer to the standard ritual for the Ceremony of Installation.
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Details variation when Master Elect is a P M.
(Not for a Master going back for a second term)
The Lodge is in the Third Degree and all visitors have been admitted. The Officers of Grand Lodge have all signed the Attendance book.
Dist G D C: W Brn you will assemble in order of seniority.
The Dist G D C is admitted and moves to the W, the Brn being upstanding.
Dist G D C: W M, our Dist G M, V W Bro	, accompanied by Officers of Grand Lodge, is in attendance. Are you ready to receive him?
Master: W Bro	, Dist G D C, we are ready and will be very pleased to receive VW Bro ……., Dist G M and Officers of Grand Lodge.
The Dist G D C retires and leads in the procession to the N E corner. The Officers of Grand Lodge form two ranks, facing inwards. The Dist G D C returns between the ranks to escort the Dist GM to the E. If the New Zealand flag is to be received, it will be carried into the Lodge after the Dist G M and is held adjacent to the Inner Guard. The Dist G D C proceeds to the S E and waits while the Dist G M assumes the Chair and the Officers of Grand Lodge take their places.
Dist G D C: Brn, we will greet our Dist G M, V W Bro …….,with the honours due to his exalted rank seven times taking the time from me.
Dist G M: W M and Brn, I thank you for your salutations and I greet you well. We will remain standing while we sing our National Anthem. Done. Please be seated.
If the flag is to be received
Dist G M: W M and Brn, I thank you for your salutations and I greet you well. We will remain standing while we sing our National Anthem, during which we will receive our flag. The flag will be placed in a stand adjacent to the Dep M's chair. Done. Please be seated
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All seated. Dist G D C remains standing at his seat. Dist G M advises, if appropriate, that gloves may be removed and any changes to the programme.
Dist G M: W Dist G D C, you will conduct W Bro	 ……. to the S Ws Chair, W Bro ……. to the J W's Chair, W Bro …….to the Chaplain's Chair and W Bro ……. 	to the position of Inner Guard. On completion Dist G D C remains upstanding at his seat.
Dist G M: * (S W * J W *) Principal Officers upstanding.
S W, J W, Dist GDC, IG stand. By virtue of the authority in me vested, I suspend the work of the Lodge in the Third Degree ** * (SW ** * J W ** *, I G ** *, Tyr ** *) and resume in the Second or F C Degree * ** (S W * **, J W * **, I G * **, Tyr * **).
Dist GDC adjusts the S and Cs, and checks the T B and W Ts Dist G M: Be seated W Brn.
Dist G M: Brn, the principal ceremonial business of the evening is the Installation of Bro  , P M and M E, into the Chair of K S and the investiture of his Officers. But before proceeding I will ask the Secretary to read that portion of the minutes relating to the election of Master. Bro Secretary.
The Secretary stands, salutes, reads that portion of the minutes, salutes and is re-seated.
Dist G M: Thank you Bro Secretary.
Dist G M: W M has that minute been confirmed?
Master: It has V W Dist G M.
Dist G M: Then W Dist G D C assisted by W Bro	 ……., D C, you will now present the M E.
Prior to his presentation the ME should be seated in the W
The Dist G D C and the D C move to the W, with the Dist G D Con the right. They stand facing the E with the ME between them.
D C: V W Bro ……. , Dist G M we present to you Bro	 ……., P M and M E of this Lodge, to receive at your hands the benefit of Installation.
Dist G M: W Dist G D C and W Bro ……. 	D C your presentation will be attended to for which purpose I will first address a few observations to the Brn and will then call the attention of the M E
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to the necessary qualifications in every candidate for the Master's Chair.
Brn, from time immemorial it has been an established custom among Freemasons for each Lodge, once in every year, at a stated period, to select from amongst those who are Past Wardens an experienced Craftsman to preside over them in the capacity of Master. He must have been regularly elected by the Master, Wardens and Brn in open Lodge assembled, and afterwards presented to a Board of Installed Masters, there to receive the benefit of Installation, the better to qualify him for the discharge of the duties of his important trust.
The M E stands with the S of F when being addressed by the DistGM.
Dist G M: Bro you having been so elected and about to be presented to a B of I Ms, I claim your attention while I recite to you the various qualifications which are essential in every candidate for the Master's Chair.
Every candidate for the Office of Master ought to be of good report, true and trusty, and held in high estimation by his Brn and Fellows. He must have been regularly initiated, passed and raised in the established degrees of the Order, be well skilled in the Noble Science, and have duly served the Office of Warden in a regular Lodge for the period of not less than twelve months. He ought to be exemplary in conduct, courteous in manner, easy of address, steady and firm in principle, able and willing to undertake the management of the work, and well skilled in the Ancient Charges, Regulations and Landmarks of the Order.
Can you, my worthy Bro, undertake the Mastership of this Lodge on these qualifications?
M E: I can V W Dist G M.
Dist G M: Then I direct your attention to the Secretary while he reads to you those Ancient Charges and Regulations, to all of which your unqualified assent is essential, which you will signify by the S of F after each clause. Bro Secretary.
Secretary: Stands and salutes with 2nd Degree sign. After reading the A Cs and Rs, salutes again and resumes seat.
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Dist G M: Thank you Bro Secretary.
Dist G M: Bro 	……. do you submit to and promise to support those A Cs and Rs as Masters have done in all ages.
M E: I do V W Dist G M.
Dist G M: Then you will advance to the pedestal and there take a S 0 as regards your duties as Master of the Lodge.
ME is conducted to the E. When in front of the pedestal the D C moves to his seat in the S E.
Dist G M: You will kneel on your right knee as a F C (Dist G D C opens ME's  V S L and places it in front of him) and place your right hand on the V S L.
W M you will now Obligate your successor.
Master: After standing to order, moves to the pedestal.
Dist G M: * (S W * J W *) Upstanding Brn.
Master: After saying I, you will state your name at length and repeat after me.
I …….	 in the presence of the G G 0 T U and of this Worshipful and Warranted Lodge of F C Fs regularly held, assembled and properly dedicated, do agree to accept the Office of M of this L and the duties thereof faithfully, zealously and impartially to administer, to the best of my skill and ability, until the next regular period of election within this L and until a successor shall have been duly elected and installed in my stead. I further solemnly promise that I will not either during my Mastership or at any time that the L may be under my direction, permit or suffer any deviation from the established Landmarks of the Order. That I will not administer or cause to be administered any Rite or ceremony contrary to or subversive of our ancient Institution, hut on the contrary will maintain, support and uphold pure and unsullied the Principles and Tenets of the Craft. That I will to the utmost of my power strictly enforce obedience to those excellent Rules and Regulations to which I have already given my assent and in every respect conscientiously discharge my duties as a Ruler in the Craft and Master of this Lodge.
So help me A G and keep me steadfast in this my S 0 of ME.
As a pledge of your fidelity and to render this a S 0 you will S it
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with your lips twice on the V S L.
Rise duly obligated M E. Dist G D C takes one step to the right. Master returns to his seat, saluting as he does so.
Dist G M: Thank you W M. Be seated Brn.
Dist G D C seats the ME in the S E. The Dist G D C then returns to his chair and remains standing.
Dist G M: * (S W * J W *) Principal Officers upstanding. Brn by virtue of the authority in me vested, I resume the work of the L in the 3rd Degree. ** * (S W ** *, J W ** *, I G ** *, Tyr ** *).
Dist G D C adjusts the S and Cs and checks the TB and W Ts.
Dist G M: Be seated W Brn.
Dist G M: Brn, as I am about to constitute a B of I Ms, I require all Brn below the rank of I M temporarily to retire from the Lodge. The Dist G D C will instruct you how to retire.
Dist G D C: Moves to the S E of the pavement and says. MMs upstanding. Brn before retiring from the L you will salute the Dist GM as M Ms from your present positions, and on your return to the L you will, as near as possible, take up those same positions, be seated and await further instructions.
The Officers of this L who are to be invested will reassemble in the N each bearing with him the collar and jewel of his office. Brn you will retire in an orderly manner commencing with the Brn in the N, followed by the Brn in the W and finally by those in the S. And whilst outside the Lodge I charge you to keep the noise level as low as possible in order that the working of the Board is not disturbed.
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Brn salute and retire.
While the Brn are retiring, the Dist G D C checks the following:
1.	VS L open at 1st Kings, Chapter 10.
2.	Book of Constitution and By-Laws are on the Master 's pedestal.
3.	P M certificate, jewel and bound book are available.
4.	Marker placed where VS L is to be signed.
5.	Spare programmes for F Cs and E As under D C's chair
6.	DepM's and I P M's collars on the back of the respective chairs.
7.	Places kneeling pad in the N W
Dist G DC returns to a position in the S E facing E.
Dist G M: W M, have I your assurance that all present are IMs. Master: You have V W Dist G M.
Dist G M: The Worshipful Brethren in the E will occupy seats around the floor of the Lodge.
A Board of Installed Masters is opened in accordance with the standard ritual for the Ceremony of Installation.
Immediately the Board is opened and after the W Brn are seated, the Dist G D C, without further instruction, places the ME in the W immediately behind the kneeling pad, the ME assuming the P of R during the prayer.
Dist G M: Let the M E kneel. W Bm, you will rise, turn to the E. and assume that attitude of Prayer most convenient to you. 
Chaplain: The prayer in accordance with the standard ritual for the Ceremony of Installation.
W Bro: S M I B.
Dist G M: Let the M E rise. Be seated W Brn. Done.
Without further instruction the G D C conducts the ME to the E and places him in front of the pedestal facing S. The Dist GM goes to the S E in front of the ME.
Dist G M: W Bro	you have already taken a S 0 with respect to the secrets restricted to the Masters Chair; you have had those secrets, the traditional history and the working tools explained to you and you have been clothed with the badge of an Installed
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Master. It now only remains for me to invest you with the collar and jewel of that Office, which is the highest honour any Lodge has in its power to confer on any of its Brn.
Your jewel, the square, being the implement which forms the rude and proves the perfect mass, is well applied by Freemasons to inculcate the purest principles of piety and virtue. Masonically speaking it should be the guide of all your actions.
Take Master with the G and proceed to the E. Master completes the G.
Dist G M: And now with the G and the word G of an I M, I place you in the Chair of K S according to ancient custom not doubting that your future conduct will be such as to justify the choice your Brn have made. Master is seated. Put on gauntlets.
I place in your hand this gavel as an emblem of power to enable you to preserve order in the Lodge particularly in the E.
And now W M your first duty will be to invest the I P M. Dist G M is seated.
The ceremony now continues as normal. Refer to the standard ritual for the Ceremony of Installation.
The following shall he the method of address when other than the
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Dist .G M conducts the Ceremony of Installation: 
PGM:
When addressing:
Most Worshipful Past Grand Master
When referring to:
The Past Grand Master
PDepGM
When addressing:
Right Worshipful Past Deputy Grand Master
When referring to:
The Past Deputy Grand Master
PProvGM
When addressing:
Right Worshipful Past Provincial Grand Master
When referring to:
The Past Provincial Grand Master
The terms "Installing Master" or "Installing Officer" or any similar expressions are not to be used.
When an Officer of Grand Lodge is being invested as an Officer in a Craft Lodge the following procedures will be used:
I. The Officer of Grand Lodge will not remove his chain or collar of office.
2. The Investing Officer will not place the Craft Lodge collar over the Grand Lodge chain or collar.
The Investing Officer will touch the Craft Lodge collar against the left shoulder of the Officer of Grand Lodge and say "I now symbolically invest you   " and continue as per the ritual.
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